ABSTRACT For detection of a two-layered rough surface structure through ground-penetrating radar, the estimation of the profile of each layered rough surface is an important problem to be solved. In modeling and calculating the scattering of two-layered rough surfaces, we found that the profile of the upper rough surface can be observed directly through the figure of the echo from the upper surface. However, the echo of the lower rough surface has a quite different shape from its surface profile, because of the influence of the scattering of the upper rough surface. This is disadvantageous to the estimation and imaging of the profile of the lower rough surface. To solve this problem, a time-delay calibration method is proposed in this paper to be applied to the profile estimation of the lower rough surface in the case of two-layered rough interface detection. By introducing a smooth surface, the expression of time delay is derived to eliminate the influence of the scattering of the upper surface. Applying the derived expression of time delay to the echo data from the lower rough surface, the echo outline of the lower rough surface can be corrected to reflect the surface's profile shape. The calibrated B-scan echo shape shows good agreement with the profile of the lower rough surface. With this method, we can get the profile shape of the lower rough surface quickly and simply by calibrating the echo data directly. This method can be used for fast microwave imaging of two-layered rough surface and for eliminating the interference of scattering from rough surface on the echoes of nearby targets. The purpose of this paper is to solve the problem we have found in our previous work. The work of this paper is an extension of the previous work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microwave detection of a layered structure with rough interfaces attracts many scholars' attention because of its wide applications [1] - [5] , such as probing of underground rock and soil structure by ground penetrating radar (GPR) [1] , [4] , civil engineering [2] , sea surface (snow covered sea ice) [3] , [5] , medical microwave imaging, road subgrade detection, and so on. Many numerical methods and approximate methods are used to compute and simulate the scattering of the stratified structure with rough interfaces for microwave detection [4] - [9] .
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In recent years, some scholars have studied the method of estimating and reconstructing the profile of a rough surface in the microwave detection. Akduman et al. presented an iterative method based on a Fourier transform and a Taylor expansion for reconstructing the profiles of dielectric rough surface at fixed frequency [10] . The Newton method and the regularization in the least-square sense were investigated and applied to reconstruct perfectly conducting rough surface profiles [11] . Feng et al. used a migration technique to estimate the surface profile accurately in the case of sharp variable rough surface [12] . The contrast-source-inversion method and the buried object approach were investigated to reconstruct dielectric objects buried under a rough surface [13] . The time-reversal imaging method was studied for imaging buried targets under a rough surface [14] , [15] . Comite et al. presented an image-domain adaptive likelihood ratio tests detector for target detection with clutter arising from a rough interface [16] .
However, these studies only focus on the estimation and reconstruction of one-layered rough surface or the top rough interface of the layered structure (the top surface is flat). For the single-layer rough surface structure, it is often simple and easy to operate to estimate the rough surface profile directly from the echoes. The wave peak pattern of echo from the rough surface can show the shape of the rough surface's profile. For example, a method of finding the brightest pixels in the GPR profile is often used to obtain accurate surface topography [12] . However, the structure of the stratified rough surface often involves two or more rough surfaces. Due to the influence of the scattering of the upper surface, the profile of the lower surface in the two-layered structure is difficult to estimate. Therefore, it is especially important to study the profile estimation of the lower surface in the twolayered rough surface structure.
In our previous work of analysis on GPR echo from the underground layered rough interfaces [17] , we found that the echo from the top rough surface shows the same shape with its surface profile, but the lower rough surfaces cannot reflect the surface profiles. To solve this problem, we present a timedelay calibration method in this paper to estimate the profile of the lower rough surface in the two-layered rough surface structure. This method can eliminate the influence of the scattering of the upper surface on the echo shape of the lower surface by directly adjusting the time delay. Additionally, the calibrated wave outline of the lower-surface echo can reflect the surface profile. It is convenient to observe the lowerrough-surface profile directly from the radar echo shape and obtain the contour fluctuation information. This method is suitable for fast microwave imaging, including the concrete evaluation and the roadbed detection. Moreover, it can be further applied to target recognition and imaging near the lower rough surface, for example, mine detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the modeling and computing methods of the scattering of layered rough interfaces. In Section III, a detailed description of the proposed time-delay calibration method is given, and the numerical results of the calibrated B-scan echoes from the lower rough interfaces are provided to prove the validity of the method. Conclusions are given in Section IV. Fig. 1 shows the scattering model for GPR detection of an underground two-layered rough surface structure. In the model, there are three layers of medium: the layer of air, the layer of medium 1, and the layer of medium 2. The interfaces between the three layers are all rough surfaces, described as the upper rough surface (ground surface) and the lower rough surface. The GPR antenna moves along the B-scan line, sends electromagnetic waves to the ground at every sampling point, and receives echoes from underground, forming the B-scan echo data. The height of the upper rough surface is set to be 0 m, and the antenna height from the ground surface is h 0 . d 1 is the depth of the layer of medium 1, and d is the total depth of the two layers of medium 1 and medium 2; thus, the depth of the layer of medium 2 is
II. SCATTERING MODELING A. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL CONSTRUCTION
. L 0 is the length of the B-scan line, and h is the total height of the air layer in the model. Therefore, the total dimensions of the computational model are L 0 × (h + d). And the uniaxial perfectly matched layer (UPML) is used as the outer boundary of the computing region of the model.
B. NUMERICAL METHOD
In recent years, a variety of numerical methods and approximate methods have been developed for the computation of electromagnetic scattering from layered structures and rough interfaces, such as the method of moments [18] , [19] , the Kirchhoff approximation method [20] , the propagationinside-layer expansion method [21] , [22] , the finitedifference time-domain method (FDTD) [23] , [24] , the small perturbation method [25] , [26] , and the translation matrix method [27] . For GPR, the wideband electromagnetic pulse is mostly used, and the echo data are time-domain data that are easy to observe intuitively. This is consistent with the advantages and applicability of the FDTD method. Therefore, FDTD has been recognized as one of the most effective methods for GPR simulation. In this paper, the FDTD method is used to compute the scattering of a layered rough surface in the ground penetrating model.
As a result of limited computer capacity, FDTD computation can only be made in a finite region. In order to simulate the propagation of electromagnetic waves in infinite space in a finite computational region, it is necessary to build a virtual absorbing boundary on the truncated boundary of the computational region. The absorbing boundary can make the outgoing waves propagate outward without reflection from it. In our present work, the UPML absorbing medium is used to terminate the FDTD computational region.
C. ROUGH SURFACE GENERATION
To study the electromagnetic scattering characteristics of layered rough interfaces, it is necessary to model random rough surfaces. The common method used to simulate a rough surface is the Monte Carlo method for simulating the Gaussian random rough surface [28] . The basic idea of the Monte Carlo method, also called linear filtering, is to filter the power spectrum in the frequency domain and then use inverse fast Fourier transform to get the height fluctuation of a rough surface. The Gaussian rough surface is the most typical rough surface. In simulating Gaussian rough surface, the root mean square (rms) height and correlation length are the most basic and important two parameters. Their changes have a great influence on the fluctuating height and fluctuating frequency of the rough surface respectively. Fig. 2 shows a numerical simulation result of onedimensional Gaussian rough surfaces with different rms heights and correlation lengths. In Fig. 2 , λ represents the wavelength and Lrepresents the total length of the rough surface. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , when the rms height δ remains the same (δ = 0.3λ), a small correlation length l equates to a short changing period for the rough surface, i.e., rapid changes in the rough surface. And we can see from Fig. 2(b) , when the correlation length l is invariant (l = λ), a large rms height δ equates to a large fluctuating height of the rough surface. In addition, when the rough surface is realized by Fourier inverse transformation, the total length L of the surface should have at least five correlation lengths so that the overlapping of the spectrum can be reduced.
III. TIME-DELAY CALIBRATION METHOD A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In our previous work [17] , we simulated the GPR B-scan echoes of two-layered rough surfaces and compared them with the profiles of the corresponding layered rough surface. From the simulation results, we found that regardless of the changes in roughness, the echo shape of the upper surface is always the same with the profile of the upper rough surface. However, when the profile of the upper rough surface is different from that of the lower rough surface, the echo shape of the lower surface is quite different from the shape of its surface profile, because of the influence of the scattering of the upper surface. In other words, the echo from the upper surface can reflect the surface's profile, whereas, the lower surface echo cannot reflect the surface's profile.
It is very convenient and fast to get the contour fluctuation of rough surface by observing the echo shape directly. So it is expected that the profile of the lower rough surface in the two-layered rough surface structure can be obtained directly by the echo shape of the lower surface. This is of practical significance and application value in engineering practice. Therefore, we need to find a way to calibrate the B-scan echo of the lower rough surface so that it can directly reflect the rough surface's profile.
B. METHODOLOGY
As we know, the B-scan echo data vary with time. The echo peak time t is closely related to the propagation velocity v of electromagnetic wave in the medium and the VOLUME 7, 2019 distance s reaches the interface, and can be written as
The propagation velocity v of electromagnetic wave in the medium can be calculated by
where c is the propagation velocity of electromagnetic wave in vacuum, µ is the magnetic conductivity coefficient of the medium, and ε is the dielectric permittivity of the medium. The time t the wave peak appears can be detected in the echo data. So if the parameters µ and ε of the medium are known, the distance of wave propagation from the sampling point to the rough interface can be calculated. Thus, the depth and the undulating profile of the rough surface can be obtained. Therefore, the B-scan echo data themselves carry the information of rough surface contours, which is very helpful for estimating the rough surface profile. However, in the echo data of two-layered rough surfaces, the echo shape of the rough surface that is below the top surface cannot reflect the rough surface's profile. This is mainly due to the roughness of the upper surface, which makes the wave travel start at different times in the lower layer. Thus, the profiles of the lower rough surface cannot be quickly estimated through the GPR echoes. Therefore, a calibration method is needed to calibrate the echo data of the lower rough surface to reflect the surface profile. Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of parameters used in the time-delay calibration method for layered rough surface estimation. The GPR antenna emits electromagnetic waves vertically along the B-scan line at various sampling points and receives reflected waves from the ground. Thus, the B-scan echo data are composed of the echo signals received at each sampling point. In Fig. 3, s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n are the sample points on the B-scan line, and l 0 denotes the vertical distance between the B-scan line and the highest point of the upper rough surface. t a (i) (i = 1, . . . , n) is the time that the echo peak of the upper rough surface reaches the B-scan line at each sample point, t b (i) (i = 1, . . . , n) is the time that the echo of the lower rough surface reaches the B-scan line at each sample point. t min is the minimum value of the time t a (i). g(i) (i = 1, . . . , n) represents the vertical distance between each sample point on the upper rough surface and the horizontal line where the highest point of the rough surface undulates. Finally, d(i) (i = 1, . . . , n) denotes the vertical distance between the upper rough surface and the lower rough surface at each sampling point.
From Fig. 3 , we can see that the echoes from the upper rough surface received at the sampling points start from the point on the B-scan line. Then, they travel vertically downward to the upper rough interface and finally reflected back to the sampling point. The initial time of propagation of the wave at each sampling point is the same, and the time information of the echo wave crest carries the distance information between the B-scan line and the upper rough surface. Therefore, the echo shape can reflect the rough surface undulation profile.
The reason why the echo of the lower rough surface cannot reflect the surface profile is that the upper rough surface is not a smooth horizontal surface. For the waves transmitted from the upper rough surface, the heights of sampling points on the upper rough surface are different, and the initial time of transmission from the sampling points on the upper rough surface is different. Therefore, to make the echo of lower surface reflect the surface profile, it is necessary to calibrate the difference in the initial time of propagation in the lower layer of media due to the ups and downs of the upper rough surface. This is the main idea of the time-delay calibration method. The following are the specific steps for implementing this method.
Firstly, the time t b (i) (i = 1, . . . , n) at which the echo peak of the lower rough surface is received at each sampling point can be written as
where v 1 represents the propagation speed of the wave in medium 1, and v 2 represents the propagation speed of the wave in medium 2. To calibrate t b (i) (i = 1, . . . , n) to make the wave outline reflect the profile of the lower rough surface, it is necessary to eliminate the influence of the roughness of the upper rough surface. Here we artificially modify the rough surface of the upper layer to the smooth horizontal surface P with a distance l 0 from the B-scan line shown in Fig. 3 . Thus, t b (i) (i = 1, . . . , n) can be calibrated to obtain the time delay t c (i) (i = 1, . . . , n) for the calibration method as
where g(i) (i = 1, . . . , n) are unknown and need to be expressed in known quantities as
Furthermore, from equation (2), we can get the following equation
Then, we can substitute equation (6) into equation (5) and get
Then the last revised time delay t c (i) (i = 1, . . . , n) can be written as
Equation (8) is the calculation formula of the time-delay calibration method, which can be used to calibrate the echo pattern of the lower rough surface. To ensure the accuracy of the time-delay calibration method, a priori knowledge of the dielectric constant of the layered structure is needed.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we applied the proposed time-delay calibration method to the calibration of the shape of the lower rough surface in the two-layered rough surface structure shown in Fig. 1 . The calibrated echo shape will be compared with the profile of the lower rough surface and the echo shape before calibration.
In the simulation of two-layered rough surface scattering, the dimension parameters in the computational model are set to L 0 = 10 m, h = 0. To ensure the algorithm's stability and accuracy for FDTD computation [29] , the spatial increment is set to x = y = 1 cm, and the time step is set to t = 0.0167 ns. In order to absorb outward traveling waves, the UPML absorbing boundary with an eight-cell (8 cm) thickness is adopted in the finite difference computation.
Calibration results are presented in Fig. 4 . Comparisons are made among the surface's profile, the echo before calibration, and the calibrated echo, as observed in the figure. For the first two figures in Fig. 4 , the roughness of the upper surface is different from that of the lower surface. So the profile of the upper surface is different from that of the lower surface for the results both in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) . While in Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) , the roughness of the upper surface is the same with the roughness of the lower surface. But even so, because the rough surfaces are generated randomly, the profile of the upper rough surface is different from that of the lower rough surface for both the Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). Therefore, the profile of the upper surface is different from the profile of the lower surface in each figure of Fig. 4 . Thus, due to the influence of the scattering of the upper surface, the shape of the echo from the lower surface is different from the surface's profile, as observed in each figure of Fig.4 . So it is necessary to calibrate the echo shape of the lower rough surface in each case in Fig. 4 . From the calibration result of each case in Fig. 4 , it can be seen that although the roughness of rough surface varies from case to case, the echo shape of the calibrated lower rough surface is very close to its rough surface profile in all the cases. Moreover, when the upper and lower surfaces have the same roughness (Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) ), the difference between the echo shape of the lower rough surface and its profile is not as large as that in the circumstance when the roughnesses of the upper and lower layers are different (Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) ). As a result, in the circumstance of the same roughness (Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) ), the calibration effect of the echo shape of the lower rough surface is not as significant as that in the circumstance of different roughness (Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) ).
In order to further verify the effect of calibration for both the cases of same roughness and different roughnesses of the upper and lower surfaces, we extract the outline curves Fig. 4(d) .
of the echoes from the lower rough surface before and after the calibration respectively. Then the three curves including the extracted echo curves before and after calibration and the profile curve of the lower surface can be collected together to make a comparison. Fig. 5 shows the comparison among the normalized echo curves before and after calibration and the normalized surface profile curve for all the results in Fig. 4 . As can be seen from Fig. 5 , the echo curve after calibration is much closer to the profile curve than the echo curve before calibration in each figure. The calibrated echo curve shows good agreement with the profile curve for both the circumstances of same roughness and different roughnesses of the upper and lower surfaces. The calibration eliminates the influence of the scattering of the upper surface on the echo shape of the lower surface. The calibrated echo shape can reflect the profile of the lower rough interface in the twolayered rough interface structure.
Using this method, the lower rough surface profile can be observed directly from the radar echo shape. This can help us to obtain the contour fluctuation information of the lower rough surface and subsequently reconstruct the rough surface. Therefore, the time-delay calibration method proposed in this paper is effective for the correction of the echo contour of the lower surface of the two-layered rough surface.
IV. CONCLUSION
A time-delay calibration method for profiling the lower rough interface in the two-layered rough interface structure has been described. Due to the influence of the scattering of the upper rough surface, the echo shape of the lower rough surface is different from the actual profile of the lower rough surface. Using this method, the B-scan echo shape of the lower rough surface can be corrected to reflect the profile of the rough surface. This can help us get the profile shape of the lower rough surface directly and quickly and thus help in the future subsequent estimation and imaging of the profile of the multi-layer rough surface. However, the time-delay calibration method requires a priori knowledge of the dielectric constant of the layered structure to ensure the method's accuracy. 
